Appraisal of Jewellery
Estimated valuation for Insurance purposes

On behalf of: Radio Station 4CRB,
Date: 9th of April, 2019
8 Stevenson, Burleigh heads, Queensland, 4220
One 585 (14kt) & silver 925 ‘4CRB’ commemorative pendant. The pendant
has being fully handmade using 585 (14kt) yellow, rose, and white golds as
well as sterling silver 925. It is made of four individuals’ letters and number
forming the name of the radio station 4CRB as well as a large V-shape
saddle hanger at the top; where a neoprene necklace is through. It has
been highly polished and stamped on the back with the purity hallmarks,
the makers mark and the Gold and Silversmiths Guild of Australia. Making
this piece of jewellery unique in its value and workmanship.
The Recommended Retail Replacement Cost of the item mentioned on this
appraisal is nine Hundred & Seventy Dollar………………………….. $970.00(AUD

Gregory A. Tymoszuk
Qualified Master Jeweller, Diamond Grader & Designer
All necessary care and precaution has been taken to measure and weigh all the above jewellery items in this certificate by the normal tools and
equipment used in a jewellery store (manual spring-gauge, jewellers magnifying eye glass (X-10),electronic diamond tester (Diamond Selector II),
electronic carat weights (Tanita-1210) and manual liquid acid tester. The market indication in this certificate is an opinion only assuming that the
goods are as represented and no responsibility will be acknowledge for market or other variations which could affect the value and in which are
unknown to the signatory as of this date. There has been no metallurgical test conducted. Whilst all care has been taken in the preparation of this
opinion of value and report the purpose of which this opinion value is obtained and the use to which it may be put is not known and accordingly no
responsibility can be taken for any statements contained herein and relied upon by persons other than the person to whom this certificate is given.
This certificate is not transferable. This opinion of value is for insurance replacement purposes only. With fluctuations in the Australia and
international gemstone/precious metal markets it is suggested that this certificate be re-appraised every twelve month.

